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Contact Information:
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Website: Department of Clinical Anatomy (https://www.shsu.edu/academics/osteopathic-medicine/divisions/)

Mission

The mission of the department of Clinical Anatomy is to provide students with foundational training essential to understanding medical applications involving all body systems. Through use of cadaveric-based dissection, innovative teaching methods, and interactive small group learning, the department equips students with the knowledge, skills, and attitudes for a career in medicine and lifelong learning.

Academic Programs


Director/Chair: Craig Wayne Goodmurphy

Sefik T Gokaslan, MD (stg016@shsu.edu), Professor of Practice in Pathology, Department of Clinical Anatomy, MD, Univ of Istanbul

Craig Wayne Goodmurphy, PHD (cwg020@shsu.edu), Professor of Anatomical Sciences and Chair of Clinical Anatomy, Department of Clinical Anatomy, PHD, St. George's University Medici; MSC, University of British Columbia; BA, University of Western Ontario

Jamie H Hinojosa, MD (jaime.hinojosa@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Anatomy and Histology, Department of Clinical Anatomy, MD, Univ of Texas HSC-Houston; MS, Lincoln Memorial University; BS, Univ of Texas-Brownsville

Kate M Lesciotto, PHD (kml106@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Anatomical Sciences, Department of Clinical Anatomy, PHD, Penn State Un-Univ Park; JD, Washington University; MS, Mercyhurst College; BS, Colorado State University; BS, Colorado State University

Mario G Loomis, MD (mxl107@shsu.edu), Associate Professor of Anatomy, Department of Clinical Anatomy, MD, Univ of Vermont&State Agr Col; AB, Cornell University

David Joseph Moeller, MD (djm087@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Practice in Radiology, Department of Clinical Anatomy, MD, Univ of Texas Medical Branch; MS, Saint Mary'S College; BS, St Edwards University

Amberly Reynolds, MS (amberly.reynolds@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Anatomical Sciences, Department of Clinical Anatomy, MS, Tulane University; BS, Univ of Miami; BS, Univ of Oregon

Dennis C Wooten, PHD (dcw032@shsu.edu), Assistant Professor of Pathology, Department of Clinical Anatomy, PHD, Purdue University; MD, Univ of Texas HSC-Houston; BS, Clark Atlanta University